
For use when joining multiple
Flexi-Mat modules end to end or side 
to side.

For use when fixing Flexi-Mats to the floor 
as required. Easily fitted with the screws and
plugs provided.

Large 

Small

Dual Purpose Connector Clips

For use when joining Flexi-Mat 
modules side to end to make 
“L” or “T”shapes.

For use when Flexi-Mats require a ramped edged
to ease wheeled traffic access. Can be factory 
or DIY fitted. 

Floor Hooks

Flexi-Edge 60mm

Flexi-Edge 25mm

Side To End Connector Clips

Flexi-Mats is a registered trademark of Maydel Extrusion Industries Pty.Ltd. 
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3. To join Flexi-Mat lengths side to end insert the ‘S’ shape connector clip between the longitudinal
bars from over the cross bars from the top and between the longitudinal bars from the bottom as 
 shown in fig.3
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Connector clips for use with Flexi-Mats

Floor Hooks for use with Flexi-Mats

To join lengths of Flexi-Mats end to end or side to side use the dual-purpose  connector clips
at 5 per lineal metre as shown below.

1. To join the Flexi-Mat lengths end to end insert the dual purpose connector clip between the 
longitudinal bars and over the cross bar from the top as shown in fig.1

2. To join side by side insert the dual-purpose connector clip between the cross bars and the
 longitudinal bars from underneath as shown in fig.2

Use floor hooks where a semi-permanent fixing is required.
Floor hooks are supplied complete with plugs and screws.

1. Lie out the Flexi-Mats and mark the position for each floor hook on the floor below.
2. Fixings points should be approximately 300mm centres across the mat and approximately 2000mm 
along the length.
3. Each row of floor hooks must face the opposite direction to the previous row as shown in Fig.4.
4. If the subfloor is of timber construction the floor hooks can be screwed directly to the floo4. If the subfloor is of timber construction the floor hooks can be screwed directly to the floor. if the 
subfloor is of concrete a hole should be drilled to accommodate the plug provided.
5. When all floor hooks are in place gently stretch the mat over the hooks and allow the cross bars to
 retract under the hook.
6. When handling the mats during installation, avoid dragging or rough handling that stretch or distort them.

Fig.4

For Flexi-Edge instructions see separate sheet
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